
 

DockinaPort® » from $2,795.00 
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DockinaPort® & Bow Stop $2,795 

OPTIONS 

EVA Foam Walkway $245 

Dual Brake Mechanism $265 

Belt Hinge (pr.) $485 

Pole Mount - 31” (pair) $455 

Pole Mount - 45” (pair) $495 

Winter Cover $450 

Quick Disconnect Plate for 
Belt or Pole Mount 

$70 pr 

Capacity 1100 lbs 
Length 150” 
Width 64” 

Weight 320 lbs 

Dual Brake Mechanism 
» Optional braking mechanism prevents 

the PWC from rolling off the port during 

rider changes 

Large Rollers 
» Roller width adjusts from   

31” - 33” for different hull 

designs 

Interchangeable Bow Stop 
» Allows the unit to be configured with 

the walkway on the left or right side 

Large Walkway 
» Stable 13” wide walkway for 

convenient boarding and added 

buoyancy 

Flexible Mounting 
» Can be mounted using belt 

hinge or a pole mount on 

end or side 

Years of development have led us to produce the most advanced PWC drive on port in the market. 

The DockinaPort® is designed for both flat and the new deeper stepped bottom hulls. Our design 

also accommodates the new shorter models right up to the largest 1100lb models. A unique feature 

of the DockinaPort® is the ability to adjust the balance of the port, side to side, or front to rear. This 

is a feature not found in any competitive models. Patented design creates the most stable boarding 

system available.  

EVA Foam 
» Optional padding and 

traction using high quality 

foam mats 

Adjustable 

Buoyancy         
6 Chambers adjust 

attitude of port in axis 

and up & down.  



DockinaPort® Mounting Options 
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The DockinaPort® is designed with different mounting options depending on what structure it is 

being mounted to, and how much the water levels fluctuate during the boating season. 

BELT HINGE MOUNT 

Mounting to a FLOATING DOCK or 

where WATER LEVELS REMAIN 

CONSTANT 

» The DockinaBox® parallelogram hinges are designed 

for end mount or side mount applications. The hinges  

are height adjustable and allow for flex from wakes or  

the PWC driving onto the DockinaPort®.  

Flexible Mounts 

 

  

 
 

  

POLE MOUNT (31” & 45”) 
 

Mounting to a FIXED STRUCTURE or where 

WATER LEVELS FLUCTUATE 

» The DockinaBox® pole mounts are designed for end mount or 

side mount applications.  The pole mounts firmly attach  and 

allow the DockinaPort® to slide up and down the post as the 

water level fluctuates.  

» Pole Mount  

» Quick Disconnect 

Plate for both Belt 

Hinge and Pole Mount 

» Belt Hinge 


